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As part of the United Community Platform project, your wiki has been moved to a new platform. Read more here. From Digimon ReArise To Wiki This guide is based on all the different aspects and mechanics of Digimon ReArise. DG Gamer talks about different mechanics from Evolutions, Awakening, Plugins and more.
According to DG Gamer Beginner's Guide to the game's home screen, you'll see your garden area. This is the area where your Digimon will roam around and all your decor and objects. This is an area where you can raise Digimon and link with them To Digivolve. You can only Digivolve Digimon through their connection
and this applies to Digi-eggs as well. To increase communication you have to feed them. The more you feed them the more points they will get for their ties and when it is maxed out you can digivolve them. A good way to do this is by studying your Digimon's favorite food. It's a bit of a waste to give any food to any
Digimon. Focus on their favorite food because it brings them more benefit and costs you less food overall. This way you can get their connection easier without having to spend other food on them, which may be better for another Digimon. This garden area is also where you can go to get rewards from your daily logins,
as well as completed missions, challenges, and presents options. Evolution and Awakening One thing to note about Digimon and their evolution are their levels. Baby In-Training Rookie Champion Ultimate Mega Mega are the highest level and strongest Digimon in the game. But there are some Digimon you can pull out
of banners that don't have Mega Evolution so using Ultimate Digimon will sometimes be required with these specific Digimon. But that's not exactly a bad thing because there are some good Ultimate Digimon out there. AeroVeedramon and RizeGreymon are two good examples of this. They are great Ultimates that could
go on a distillation with other Megas in this game. Now to Digivolve Digimon, there are a few requirements. For Digivolve you need to max out your Digimons level, bonding and awakening values. Take MetalGreymon as an example. His maximum level and connection is 60 while his max is waking up 80. You have to
max out all of them Digivolve to WarGreymon. Its level and connection are simple because you can feed your Digimon to raise bonds and either grind or use items to give XP. The more time you have, the more time you add to the value of waking up. To awaken your Digimon, you have to let them workout. By selecting
one of the six boxes around Digimon you can use different materials to make gears that increases your Digimons stats depending on your workout. Once you've done it enough times your wake-up level will increase and you can digivolve them. To level the awakening, you must the right amount of BITS as well. BITS are
the currency you get from doing almost everything in in Game. And to get the levels in awakening you need to spend some to fully increase it. So to sum up, you workout your Digimon until all its slots are full (they'll have a little orange symbol on them) and it will require materials. Then update Digimon by spending BITS
to increase its wake-up rate. You can also upgrade your Digimons skills as well. This increases the power of their special attacks, which is important for cleaning pvE and PvP segments. Plug-in plugins special equipment you can give your Digimon to make them stronger. Some plugins pick up stats and give pulses. You
can upgrade your plugins as well by feeding dupes in your desired. The stronger the plug-in level, the stronger the effect it will give. You also want to focus on high ranking plugins. Plug-ins have star rows and the more stars they have, the stronger they are. So know what to look for when you work with Plugins.
Gameplay In the game, there are several different modes you can play through. The main story is the biggest feat in this game because of how much there is to go through. It's pretty simple and easy to understand. And playing through the story is a good way to create some bits as you go. Dimensional vortexes are
important because this is where you get the materials you need to wake up your Digimon. You get food as well which you need to increase The Digimons connection. So dimensional vortices are something you want to follow. They go through the rotation, so you may have to wait until the one you want is open. But you
can unlock any of them with the keys that you get from quests and events. They only open the vortexes for an hour, so you want to open them and then spend that hour farming that vortex. Next up is Underworld, which is a maze of sort of game mode. Every time you clean it you will get more rewards and items. And
they're better off every time you clean up the Underworld. But it's increasing the complexity above you go up, so it's a risk/reward kind of game mode. PvP is a Clash of Battles and it's pretty self-evident. It's a multiplayer mode in the game that basically takes the form of raids by bosses. You and the other players come
together to fight the powerful raid boss. This is a particularly good mode to get into if you are part of an active guild. You get medals from completing Clash Battles and they can be used to buy some decent items from the store. So it's a good idea to grind Clash Battles when they are available to you. You can also get
special materials for Digivolve's ultimate in Megas. So it's a big bonus to performing Clash battles as well. Digimon ReArise is the latest title in the Digimon series. ReArise, available for both iOS and Android devices, provides an immersive RPG experience. We've put together this guide detailing stats and other game
mechanics that should be useful for beginners who want to jump on ReArise the bandwagon, and something that the veterans may have overlooked. This will help you get a start in the game, as you will make an informed choice, learning from our experience. Or so we hope! Game Modes Raid Story (Clash of Battle)
Battle Park Towerclimb (Underworld) History Community Events Reid Special event Reid Jijimon quests Clan Digimon ReArise has a clan system. Each clan can have no more than 40 members. If at least 25 members sign up daily, each member ears Stamina zelier. In addition, every day you can also claim free
endurance, double the number of current clan members, except yourself. Thus, 40 members will earn you a total of 78 stamina. These fellow clan members are also useful during raids and agricultural activities. They can also help you rub your DigiEggs. This will make their hatch faster. Active clans can be found on
Discord. In the Game Of Currency Bits Rubies CB Medal BP Medal DigiOrb Social Point Event Currency Digimon There are only a few things about your Digimon that you would like to focus on, the level of friendship and mood. Friendship can be enhanced by feeding your Digimon. This factor plays a crucial role in their
digivolving. You need a 20 level friendship to digivolve in the champion/ultimate and 60 ultimate/mega. At level 99, you'll be able to unlock the 6th Digimon Hardware Slot. The mood can also be increased/improved by feeding. Although, a fair warning, it gradually decreases over time. Digimon battling with good mood
earns higher rewards as well as more crit/block/counters. Thin, but still there. Digimon Stats HP PWR / TEC DEF SPEED (attack speed in manual mode) In addition to these there are some Hidden Stats, which include: Critical Strike - multiplies the damage done by the 1.5x Block - reduces damage by 50% Extra Attack -
launch 2 consecutive automatic Counterattack attacks - counter with automatic Lock-on attack - your Digimon will lock on the target with low health and focus the fire on it. This can be further improved by plug-ins. Status Effects Turns Off - Sleep, Stun, Shock, Freezing, Paralysis Semi Disables - Darkness, Skill Print
Damage Over Time (DoT) - Poison, Error, Burn Digivolving Evolve Your Digimon, You Must First Beat Act 3 Chapter 3 to Meet Dorumon. After returning to the main menu, the series of missions will progress the player through the steps needed to Digivolve. Steps: Digimon must be upheld to their cover assigned to their
Digimon profile should be awakened to their maximum cap level and workouts must be completed to wake them up. In order to Complete the workout, you need items purchased through the sized vortex Digimon should be at the maximum level of mood. You can zoom in through DigiCare (feed them from the main
menu) or Walk Items must be obtained to unlock unlock via Clash Battles Auto Gameplay Another feature available in Digimon ReArise is Auto Gameplay. Just click the auto and the game will do everything. There are options for auto-cast skills and auto-cast friendship skills as well. In automatic mode, your healers will
not heal. Instead, they will heal when any of the team members pass 50% HP or below. So sometimes, one Digimon got zlt;50% HP can spend a full AoE to heal. If you decide to go manually and you sometimes need to, your Digimons will auto-attack as they want and you can't control it. Healing doesn't work at all in the
Guide. What you can control is the order of skills. You can touch skill icons up to 3 times, marked by numbers 1, 2, 3, and your Digimon will use the skills in this particular order. The composition of the building team varies for PvE and PvP, since in PvE you just want to do as much damage as you can while in PvP, you
should have some strategy to defeat your opponent. As for PvP, for the moment just focus on multi-purpose attacks and spread status effects. There aren't many Digimons in the game yet so not many strategies can be formed anyway. As a last note, you can also go through tutorials that are packed into a ton of
information. We might have missed some details and this is where tutorials act as a supplement, contributing to your game knowledge. Knowledge.
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